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End-User License Agreement (EULA) 

 

Last updated: 27/09/2022 
 
Please read this End-User License Agreement ("Agreement") carefully before using The eDrum Workshop 
expansion programming, audio samples, documentation and updates provided to you by The eDrum 
Workshop (collectively the "Product"). By purchasing a Product from The eDrum Workshop, you consent to the 
terms of this Agreement. 
 
License 
 
The eDrum Workshop grants you an exclusive, non-transferable, non-sub licensable limited right to download 
and use the Product solely for your personal, non-commercial use on a single computer and/or compatible 
drum module. 
 
Restrictions 
 
You agree not to, and you will not permit others to: 
 
license, copy, reproduce, resell, rent, distribute, transmit, host, translate (into any language, computer or 
natural), or otherwise commercially exploit the Product or make the Product available to any third party. The 
eDrum Workshop reserves all rights in the Product not expressly granted herein, including ownership and 
proprietary rights. 
 
License restrictions: You may not reproduce or distribute the Product. You may not copy the Product to any 
media, server or location for distribution or reproduction. You may not attempt to derive the source code of 
the product in any way, including but not limited to decompiling, disassembling or reverse-engineering. You 
may not sublicense or transfer the rights to the Product, including but not limited to reselling, renting, leasing 
or lending. The restrictions contained herein apply to any and all updates provided by The eDrum Workshop. 
 
 

At a glance 
 

✓ ✘ 

Recorded music, recorded performance audio and 
video, other “finished” recordings where individual 
audio samples cannot be extracted 

Extracting individual audio files or samples to 
distribute, share, sell or reuse in another format than 
which it was sold 

Live performances Selling, loaning, sharing or distributing the Product 
files in any way 

 
 
Limitation of Liability 
 
In no event shall The eDrum Workshop be held liable to you or any third party for any costs or damages arising 
directly or indirectly from the use of the Product, including but not limited to actual, incidental, consequential 
or special damages, or for any loss of revenue, profits or data arising in any manner from any action or cause 
related to this Agreement or the Product. 
 
You acknowledge that you have read this Agreement and understand that, by purchasing and/or using the 
Product, you agree to be bound by its terms and conditions. 
 
The eDrum Workshop products are the Intellectual Property of The eDrum Workshop.
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This download requires Pearl Mimic Pro software ver 1.4.18 (or greater) to be installed on your 

module. Please check your module’s current software version and update if your software version 

is lower. You can find instructions for this on page 3. 

If you would prefer to watch a video guide of the module update process, you can view this on The 

eDrum Workshop’s YouTube Channel here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopP-I79NNE 

 

Software ver 1.4.18 is the most recent update at the time of this release. In the event of a future module update, these 

instructions will be verified and updated if necessary. 
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Thank you for downloading this collection  

from The eDrum Workshop! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopP-I79NNE
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Back Up Your Module Settings 

 

Before you install these kits you should make a backup of your module 

Pearl Mimic Pro software ver 1.4.18 and above can save all of your data into one backup file (module settings, 

user kits, trigger settings, instrument presets, imported samples). It is recommended to use this function to 

save everything on your kit before proceeding. This way, if any errors are made in the process, you can revert 

your module to how it was previously. You can back up with a USB stick. 

 

1) Insert your USB stick into the Mimic module 

2) From the Home screen, press SETTINGS 

3) Under the Backup tab, choose EXPORT MIMIC BACKUP TO USB STICK 

4) Select Yes on the prompt screen asking to confirm 

5) Choose a name for your backup file (eg. [your name] [date]) 

6) Press Enter - the backup will now begin 

7) Press OK on the Export Completed screen 

 

 

Check and/or Update Your Software Version 

 

Note: The following links to Pearl's electronic support pages are valid, functional and accurate at the time of writing. They 

are provided solely for your convenience. The eDrum Workshop can take no responsibility for any actions taken as a result 

of following the links or for the event that these links or the files alluded to become unavailable at any time. 

 

1) Go to SETTINGS > Sys 

2) Verify that one of the following messages appears - 

"SW: ver 1.1.0 June 18 2020 01:17:32" 

“SW: ver 1.1.1 Jul 12 2020 19:26:54” 

"SW: ver 1.4.18 June 26 2022 21:21:30" 

3) If your software is not up to date, go to https://pearldrum.com/support/firmware/mimic-pro-downloads 

and navigate to the "Downloads" tab. Follow the instructions to update your software 

Note: At time of writing, the 1.4.18 update only shows on the US version of the update site. You may need to 

change the site’s location to “United States” to download this update. You can view a video of this procedure 

on The eDrum Workshop’s YouTube channel here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopP-I79NNE  

https://pearldrum.com/support/firmware/mimic-pro-downloads
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopP-I79NNE
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Check and/or Update Your Instrument Library 

 

If you would like to watch a video version of the Library Update procedure, you can view it on The eDrum 

Workshop YouTube Channel here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopP-I79NNE 

 

1) Go to EDIT KIT and select a tom 

2) Press LOAD INST and check for toms labelled Tom Drw CLT in the instrument list 

3) If you have these toms, your instrument library can support this pack and you can continue with installation 

in the next section. 

4) If you do not have these toms, go to https://pearldrum.com/support/firmware/mimic-pro-library and 

navigate to the "Mimic Pro Library" tab. You will find links to the new library updater for both MacOS and 

Windows. Follow the instructions to download and install the new instrument library. 

 

Note: This tom set will be available in the “Sound Library Update 1.0.2” (released alongside software v1.1.0). 

You do not need the 1.4.18 sound library update to use these kits, but updating to the latest library is 

recommended because it has many extra instruments from the Steven Slate Drums 3 library. At the time of 

writing, the 1.4.18 library update only shows on the US version of the update site. You may need to change the 

site’s location to “United States” to view or download this update. 

 

 

Loading the .lib File to Your USB Drive 

 

Note: This collection can only be loaded to your module via a USB flash drive. Please ensure that it has been formatted in 

your module before use. You can find instructions for this on page 96 of your Pearl Mimic Pro User Manual v1.4.18. 

 

1) Unzip the eDW PP13x7 PMP.zip archive to a 

location on your computer 

2) Insert your USB drive into a free USB port on 

your computer 

3) Open your USB drive on your computer 

4) Copy or drag the folder named eDW 

PP13x7.lib from the unzipped location to the 

root/top folder of your USB drive 

Note: Do not place the .lib file inside another folder or 

the module may not be able to load it 

5) Safely remove your USB drive from your 

computer when finished 

Note: USB drive content, name, drive letter and icons may differ 

from your own 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eopP-I79NNE
https://pearldrum.com/support/firmware/mimic-pro-library
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Loading the Instrument Library File to Your Pearl Mimic Pro 

 

1) Insert your USB drive into the Pearl Mimic Pro 

and turn it on 

 

2) Press the SETTINGS button on the top bar (if you 

have the screen lock setting on, tap the screen and 

press Unlock to unlock it) 

 

3) Select the Sound Lib tab and press the 

IMPORT INSTRUMENT LIBRARY FROM USB STICK 

button 

 

4) In the left panel, you will see the contents of 

your USB stick. Select the eDW PP13x7.lib | 30 

Sept 2022 file by tapping on it 

Note: If you do not see this .lib file, check your USB stick 

for compatibility and file location - the .lib file should not 

be placed inside another folder 

 

5) Select the IMPORT button on the bottom of the 

screen and wait for the installation progress 

window to disappear 

Note: Installation may take up to 1 minute to complete, 

depending on the speed of your USB stick 

 

6) When the file is installed, eDW PP13x7.lib | 30 

Sept 2022 will now show in the right panel, 

alongside your currently installed instrument 

library/libraries 

 

9) Press the Exit button on the bottom right to 

return to the settings 

  Note: These photos may differ to your module depending on the 

libraries installed 
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Using the eDW PP13x7 Kits 

 
The eDW PP13x7 kits will appear in your kit list screen after the factory kits (numbered),  

but before the User [U] kits. 

 

1) On the HOME screen, double tap the kit name on 

the headphones fader at the top of the screen 

or 

From the KIT EDIT screen, select LOAD KIT (bottom) 

 

2) Use the data wheel or your finger to scroll through 

the kits 

 

3) Find one of the eDW PP13x7 kits (eg. eDW PP13x7 

A Natural) and double tap it to load, or highlight it 

with the data wheel and then select LOAD KIT 

 

 

Notes about Editing the eDW PP13x7 Kits 

 

The eDW PP13x7 kits are treated the same as the factory kits by your module. 

 

Any changes you make to settings on these kits will 

automatically create a User [U] version of that kit. 

This allows you to create as many edited versions of 

the kits as you would like without affecting the 

original installed preset. It also allows you to safely 

delete any [U] kit edits without affecting the installed 

preset. 

If you have made changes to any of these kits (such 

as mic levels, FX, instruments, MOD etc), make sure 

that you have loaded the [U] version of that kit if you 

want to hear your changes when next using the 

kit - the original version will be unchanged. 

It is possible to delete the installed PP13x7 kit presets without deleting the entire .lib file. You can do this by 

highlighting the kit on the kit list, then selecting DELETE. A warning will show, explaining that you are about to 

delete a “Factory Kit”. If you wish to proceed, the installed preset will be deleted. You cannot restore these 

presets to the module without reinstalling the PP13x7 library file, so it is not recommended. 
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eDW PP13x7 Kit List 

 

There are 8 unique kits included, ranging from natural mixes to more processed genre styles. 

 

eDW PP13x7 A Natural - This kit features the “Mixed” version of the PP13x7 snare. The other instruments 

have been mixed to reflect a small-to-medium room ambience with punchy drum tones 

A Side - Variation of A Natrl, using the “head side” and “rimshot side” articulations 

 

eDW PP13x7 B Roomy - This kit features the “Roomy” version of the PP13x7 snare. The other instruments and 

room ambience have been adjusted to reflect a larger, brighter room ambience. 

 

eDW PP13x7 C Direct - This kit features the “Solo Direct” version of the PP13x7 snare. Only direct mics are 

used on the other drums with no ambience, simulating a “close mic” setup. 

 

eDW PP13x7 D Dir&OH - This kit features the “Dir&OH” version of the PP13x7 snare. Only direct and overhead 

mics are used on the other drums. 

 

eDW PP13x7 E Processed - This kit features the “Roomy” version of the PP13x7 snare, with both instrument 

and Master EQ and compression applied, creating a big, punchy “processed” kit with added reverb. 

 

eDW PP13x7 F Metal - This kit features a tuned up “Mixed” PP13x7 snare, a clicky kick drum, low-tuned 

attack-heavy toms and with heavy processing to create a slamming metal kit. 

 

eDW PP13x7 G Small - This kit uses a tuned up “OH&Dir” PP13x7 snare with EQ and light compression applied, 

paired with a smaller, higher-pitched instrument selection for that poppy, small kit vibe. 

 

eDW PP13x7 H Vintage - This kit uses a down-tuned “Roomy” PP13x7 snare, resonant kick drum, low toms, a 

darker cymbal mix, old-school processing and big ambience for that open, vintage feel. 
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Assigning the eDW PP13x7 Instruments to a Kit 

 

The eDW PP13x7 snares can be located alongside the stock SNARE instruments in the KIT EDIT menu. 

 

1) Load the desired kit, then press the KIT EDIT 

button 

 

2) Select the instrument slot you would like to load 

the snare to by tapping it, then press LOAD INST 

 

3) If you have selected an instrument slot other than 

SNARE, you may need to press the INSTR TYPE 

button and select SNARE from the menu to view the 

snare instruments 

Note: Some instrument slots (e.g. Hi-Hat) do not 

allow you to select a different INSTR TYPE 

 

4) Scroll through the pages using the NEXT or PREV 

buttons to locate the Snare PP13x7 instruments 

(pictured) 

 

5) Select the desired instrument by tapping on it - 

you can preview the instrument by tapping again or 

playing the pad. When done, press the SAVE & EXIT 

button to return to the KIT EDIT screen 

 

 

 

 

Note: When using the PP13x7 snares as a Snare Layer, you may find that they sound better with some internal 

SSD snares than others. However, you can use the Phase button on the Mic page to flip the phase and fix this. 

The snares have been thoroughly tested as a layer - generally, they layers well with most SSD3 and SSD4 snares 

in its original phase and layer well with SSD5 snares with the phase flipped. 

 

 

  

Note: These photos may differ to your module depending on the 

instruments installed 
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Instrument List & Notes 

 

Unlike the stock SSD instruments, third party instruments created with the Mimic Instrument Editor snares do 

not have access to multiple microphone controls on the module. To combat this limitation, there are 4 

instrument mixes included with this pack - 

PP13x7 is the “naturally mixed” version, 

containing the optimal mix of top, bottom, overhead 

and room microphone levels for the most natural 

sound and “in the room” feel 

Direct contains a mix of only the top and bottom 

microphones, creating the most dry, “close mic” 

sound and feel. This is the recommended starting 

point when using this snare for live performance 

Dir&OH contains a mix of top, bottom and overhead 

microphones, with no room ambience. This is the 

next level up from Direct, retaining that “up close” 

feel with a bit more top-end sparkle 

Roomy contains additional overhead and room 

microphone levels for a more ambient sound with 

extra character 

 

Assigning Articulations to Pad Zones 

 

Like the stock instruments, the eDW PP13x7 snare instruments contain 6 articulations -  

Center (Head) - samples taken from the center of the 

snare head 

Side (Head) - samples taken from the edge of the 

snare head 

Rim Shot - samples taken from playing a center 

rimshot strike 

Rim Shot Side - samples taken from playing a rimshot 

strike towards the edge of the head 

Rim Click - samples taken from playing the snare rim 

alone 

Side Stick - samples taken from playing a sidestick/ 

cross-stick articulation (palm on head, striking the rim) 

 

By default on the eDW 13x7 kit presets, the same 3 articulations are assigned as the stock kits when using a 

standard dual zone piezo/piezo pad or trigger (e.g. Roland PD-128, ATV aD-S13 etc) - 

Snare Head Zone - Center 

Snare Rim Zone (played alone) - Side Stick 

Snare Rim Zone (played with head) – Rim Shot 

Note: These photos may differ to your module depending on the 

instruments installed 
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The Side Stick articulation is also assigned to the 

AUX5 input. This is to allow for a separate trigger to 

be used for cross-stick playing (e.g. Roland BT-1, PD-

8, HXM NL-1 etc), separate processing of the Side 

Stick articulation and for independent volume control 

in the PHONES MIX / MASTER MIX menus. 

When using the ATV aD-S13 preset with the 

PosSense function configured, the Side articulation 

will automatically be played when striking the pad 

towards the edge of the drum - no additional pad zone 

assignment is required for use of this articulation. 

On a user kit which has a PP13x7 snare loaded, any of its articulations can be assigned to any zone of the pad 

or another pad by using the ASSIGN TO PAD options found in the KIT EDIT menu. 

Changing the zone instrument assignment on the eDW PP13x7 presets loaded from this library will create a 

new User [U] version of the kit and the original preset will remain unchanged. 

 

 

Deleting the eDW PP13x7.lib file (Kits & Instruments) 

 
If you wish, you can delete the entire eDW PP13x7 library file from your Pearl Mimic Pro module. This will 

remove the kit presets and instrument files and you will no longer be able to use them unless reinstalled. 

 

1) Press the SETTINGS button on the top bar (if you 

have the screen lock setting on, tap the screen and 

press Unlock to unlock it) 

 

2) Select the Sound Lib tab and press the IMPORT 

INSTRUMENT LIBRARY FROM USB STICK button 

 

3) On the right panel, select the eDW PP13x7.lib |  

30 Sept 2022 file by tapping on it 

 

4) Press the DELETE button. When prompted, select 

Yes on both the “Delete Selected?” and “WARNING:” 

confirmation dialog boxes 

The .lib file and its associated kits and instruments 

are now deleted. If you wish to reinstall the library at 

a later date, refer back to the instructions on page 5. 
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Recommended Settings for Home & Live Use 

 

When playing in a personal setting, these kits were designed to be used with the default mixer levels of each 

instrument, as pictured below. It is recommended to reset your PHONES MIX and MASTER MIX levels to match 

the default settings if you would like to hear these kits as they are intended. 

 

1) Press the MIXER button 

2) Choose MONITOR & SETTINGS 

3) Choose Mixer Settings tab 

4) Press RESET HP/MASTER MIXERS TO DEFAULT 

 

 

If playing live, it is recommended to begin with either the eDW PP13x7 C Direct kit for a “direct mic” mix, or 

eDW PP13x7 D Dir&OH kit for a light “overhead mic” mix. These kits have no or little ambience which makes 

them perfect for live use. 

 

However, if you choose to use different eDW PP13x7 presets live – 

 

When using the Direct outputs, these individual 

outputs will be "dry" (i.e. without reverb or KIT FX 

and with no overhead or room mic ambience on the 

stock SSD instruments). This may result in quite a 

different sound to what you hear in your 

headphones, but that is recommended for live use - 

these can be added at the Front of House if required. 

The separate overhead and room ambience can be 

routed on assignable outputs, but this will not 

include any overhead or room ambience for the 

PP13x7 snares - their ambience is “baked in” to the 

instrument. 

When using the Master outputs, it is recommended 

to turn down the Room and Reverb faders in the 

MASTER MIX - these can make the mix sound 

"muddy" as the physical room will likely add a natural 

ambience to the sounds. If necessary, these can be 

added back in. To recreate the same effect with the 

PP13x7 snares, swap between the different 

microphone mix instruments provided. 
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eDW PP13x7 kits A - D contain no processing enabled 

on the snare drum to keep its natural feel intact. 

However, there is a pre-applied EQ curve set up in 

the MIC FX section, disabled by default. 

Turning on the EQ to automatically apply this low-cut 

curve can be useful in certain live or recording 

situations where a more “controlled” bottom end is 

desired. 

 

 

All of the same tuning and muffling MOD parameters 

are available with the PP13x7 instruments as they are 

for the stock SSD sounds. EQ and Compression are 

also available MIC FX parameters, though these 

operate on a single “microphone” basis.   

Using the Range function, it is possible to remove the 

upper velocity layers of the PP13x7 snare leaving a 

“softer” sounding instrument, even when played 

hard. The lower the value, the fewer velocity layers 

will be used. The remaining velocity layers will be 

redistributed across the dynamic range so that it 

retains dynamic playability. 

 

Enjoy playing! 


